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ABSTRACT 

Recent interest in the possible deterrent effects of aggres
sive or proactive policing raises the issue of such strategies' 
consequences for individual liberties and police/community rela
tions. This study examines the latter -- specifically, the effects 
of four neighborhood-level measures of an aGgressive patrol style 
on citizens' evaluations of police and citizens' propensities to 
report crimes. The resul ts suggest that, for most citizens, 
aggressive patrol has almost no effect on either evaluations or 
reporting behavior. Surprisingly, one form of proactive patrolr 
the neighborhood rate of suspicion stops, seems to have a posi
tive effect on the evaluations of polioe made by young black men. 
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AGGRESSIVE PATROL: A SEARCH FOR SIDE-EFFECTS 
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As social scientists have become ~ore sophi3ticated in their 

analyses of policy impacts, they have become more conscious of the 

unintended concequences that all too frequently accompany social 

interventions. Unfortunately, discovering the negative .ide 

effects of policies is usually an exercise in hindsight rather 
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~ 
than foresight. Each substantive area of public policy has, one 

suspects, its own catalog of errors. This is, o~ course, one of 

the pe~e~~ial pitfalls in the analysis of policy impacts: easil y 

observabl~ ben9fi~s may blind one to hidden costs. 1 

Suet a problem may have arisen in recent analyses of the 

effects of an aggressive or proactive police patrol strategy. 

il 
1 I 
I 

Resear~h r9;o~ts sus;ast that certain aggressive patrol I 
l 

activities may de~~r some types of crime. James Q. Wilson and 

Barbara Boland indicate that aggressive patrol can reduce the 

rate of reported robberies. Their work supports earlier findings 

in a San Diego field experiment that examined the effects of 

field interrogations (Boydstun, 1975). In a more recent analysis 

using different types of data sources (victimization surveys and 

patrol observations), Gordon Whitaker and his associates reach 

similar conclusions: higher neighborhood rates of officer-

initiated interventions with suspicious situations are~&ssociated 

with lower levels of several types of crime (1983). Although the' 
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evidence supporting the usefulness of aggressive patrol is at 

best fragmentary, it is not too early to ask whether such 

pOlicing may not entail hidden costs. In this paper we explore 

the possibility that aggressive patrol may adversely affect 

police-co~cunity relations. 

We must emphasize that an aggress~ve patrol strategy does 

not imply that patrol officers behave !n a hostile or unpleasant 

manner.2 Such a strategy simply implies that officers initiate 

action rather than await demands for service. Our inquiry 

investigates the impact of a range of activities that might fall 

under the rubric of aggressive or proaotive policing -- suspicion 

stops, residential security checks, order maintenance 

J.·n~e~v~~~;ons _~~"d off_;~~~ .. -_init.J.·atec· i~vestigations of re.oorted ,-,,, -.. ~- ., .. - - -~ --
crime.3 ~~ile ~ilson ar.d Boland (1978) seem to suggest that such 

activities are all different facets of a general aggressive or 

profess,io:;.=.l departt:!eIJ,tal ethic, others have found ~vidence that 

these aot:'or..s naj" be relatively unrelated tactics Olhitaker et 

li., 1983). 

While we investigate a fairly wide range of patrol 

activities, our research does not include the full range of 

potentially negative side effects that aggressive patrol might 

generate. We do not, for example, evaluate the impact of field 

interrogations on citizens' constitutional liberties. While we 

consider such issues .as important as the one on which we focus, 

we must leave their consideration to others. Our data only 

~ermit us to investigate the proposition that proactive or 

aggressive patrol behaviors are related to lower citizen 
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evaluations of police performance and less reporting of crimes to 

police. 

CITIZEN RESPONSES TO AGGRESSIVE PATROL 

Citizen satisfaction with police services is an important 

goal for most police departments. If a particular service 

delivery strategy alienates large or ioportant segments of the 

populace, then that technology does not recommend itself to 

public agencies like the police. The use of such a delivery 

strategy would violate both public service values and ideals of 

democratic accountability. In addition, police administrators in 

d d on c_it{zen support for the local tax most localities ~ust epen • 

levies that finance their budgets. There is, however, an 

even ~cre ~irect reliance of police on citizen support. The 

goodwill ar.d cooperation of the citizenry are exceedingly 

important cri~e-fightlng resources for the police. As Bell puts 

it, "the police are ~ore 

196) • 

dependent upon public cooperation and 

criCiL1~1 ju,s';;ioe agency" (Bell, 1979: 

A police depart~ent's ability to perform what is usually 

seen as its major function, crime control, depends heavily on 

citizensV cooperation. Citizens initially bring criminal 

behavior to police attention (Black, 1970); they almost 

prov {de the {nformation that leads to an arrest i n v ar i a b 1 Y • ... 

t .." 1 1975)', they exercise considerable control in (GreemV'ood, L .s..z.., 

determining which arrests ultimately result in convictions (Vera 

Institute, 1977). The potentially harmful influence of 

aggressive police behavior on citizen satisfaction with the 
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police may in tUrn adversely affect citizen cooperation with the 

police, espeCially citizen initiation of police involvement. 

Victims of crimes, for example, have the option of reporting or 

not reporting their experiences. A wide array of factors 

determines this decision, but, as Harlan Hahn suggests, one 

predictor of non-reporting may be victims' evaluations of the 

local police (1971). 

Citizens also play an iopor'tant role in controlling t.he 

quality of police officers' work environment. The degree to 

which encounters are tenSion-filled episodes laden with overtones 

of fear and violence may depend as much on citizens' attitudes 

and actions as on those of the police. Favorable attitudes 

toward the police amon~ the citizenry have important implications 

both for general pol~oe performance and for the quality of 

ind:ii )ual officers' worklives. Thus: each police technology 

should be evaluated on the basis of its effects on citizen 

attitudes acd actions, as well as its deterrent effects. 

For this reason James Q. Wilson, a long-time proponent of an 

active or aggressive police style, qualified his support for this 

strategy. He feared that some forms of proactive patrol -- £ield 

interrogations and order maintenance interventions -- might 

create problems in police-community relations. In his early work 

Wilson suggested that 

'doing something' about rising crime rates means putting 
more patrolmen on the street and ordering them to be more 
alert. ThiS, of course, increases the likelihood of the 
patrolmen coming into an adversarial relationship with 
citizens -- innocent people, to say nothing of guilty ones, 
who do not like being stopped, questioned, or frisked ••• 
(1968: 63). 
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He went on to add that within certain subgroups of the 

population, notably young nen, blacks, and the .poor, the highest 

costs in dissatisfaction might accrue. People in these groups may 

be subjected to interventions more frequently than will others, 

and they might also be more likely to hear of such incidents 

involving family, friends, or acquaintances (Wilson, 1968: 63-

64). 

More recently, Wilson has also presented an argument that 

suggests quite another unintended consequence of these types of 

aggressive policing. In reflecting on the Newark foot patrol 

experiment, he and George Kelling speculate that foot patrol 

reduced Newark residents' fear of criEe (although not, 

apparently, the rate of crime; because officers on foot patrol 

were agg~essive ic making order maintenance interventions. They 

suggest that even in the poorest neighborhoods and even where 

white officers are intervening in the activities of black 

citizens !~ all-black neighborhoods, residents welcome police 

intervention in pc:ential1y disruptive activity (Wilson and 

Kelling, 1982). This a~gument suggests that the unintended 

effects of aggressive patrol might be to enhance citizen 

evaluations of policing and citizen cooperation with police. 

Perhaps the community relations side effects are generally 

beneficial rather than harmful. In fact, some officer-initiated 

activities -- especially residential security checks, and perhaps 

investigations -- might be expected to improve citizens' 

evaluations of their police. We note that possibility, but 

continue our focus on the search for unintended harm~ 
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consequences -- those which can be costly to the communities with 

an aggressive patrol strategy. 

Relative to the total population, the number of citizens 

involved in officer-initiated activity is v~ry small. One need 

not, however, be a participant in such an encounter to be aware 

of the level of police aggressiveness in his or her neighborhood. 

Police proactivity might be perceived less directly. The more 

often, for example, one hears of acquaintances being stopped by 

police or sees officers involved in encounters, the more 

aggressive the police may appear. Thus, to the extent that actual 

levels of officer-initiated actions are apparent in citizens' 

randoc, day-to-day observations, they ~ay influence the attitudes 

of those who have had no direct contact with police. 

Das;ite t~e reoe~t ecademic interest in the effects of 

proacti7s petrol on crime, only one study has rigorously examined 

its effects on citizens' att1~udes. The author of the San Diego 

Field I~terrogetion Study not only presents data showing that the 

cessatio~ of field interrogations results in an increase in 

certain types of crimes, but he also presents data indicating 

that no change in citizen satisfaction with police services 

resulted from changes in the level of field interrogations 

(Boydstun, 1975). Interesting though they may be, these resul ts 

are not entirely persuasive. The data were gathered in only 

three neighborhoods, and only two of these experienced even 
'. , 

short-term changes in the level of field inte~~biations. The 

question could be better addressed with a larger sample of 

neighborhoods characterized by greater variation in the level of 

active patrol and more long-term stability in levels and types of 
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aggressive patrol. The analysis presented below is based on just 

such data. 

POSSIBLE EFFECTS OF AGGRESSIVE PATROL ON CITIZENS 

While our major interest lies in the relationship between 

aggressive policing and citizens' responses, we place our 

analysis of the effects of police style in a fuller model of 

citizen responses. The basic model that we use appears in Figure-

1. As that figure indicates, our analysis assumes that both 

citizens' reporting of victimizations and their satisfaction with 

police services in the neighborhood depend on five sets of 

'factors: police s~r7!oes to the-neighborhood, individual attributes, 

individual attitudes, individual experiences with 

police, :?on:. r.eisr..~or1.:-;j·:ld social characteristics. In our model, 

perceptions of specific aspects of police service transmit some 

of the e:tfects of the independent variables to general 

evaluatio~3 of police performance, although we also posit direct 

effects j;~O!" these variables. As Figure 1 indicates, we also 

expect ~hat the effects of police action on reporting will be 

transmitted partly through perceptions and evaluations of police~ 

We expect the reporting decision to be influenced by the same 

general factors that shape perceptions and evaluations of police, 

as well as the seriousness of the victimization. 

'Figure 1 About Here' 
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Measuring ~valuations alid Reporting 

Our analysis of citizens' satisfaction with police services 

will be based on what, for rhetorical convenience, we will call 

~luati~ and perceptions of p..>lice bE~havior. Evaluations are 

general iopressions of the quality of po~ice perfor~ance in one's 

neighborhood. Perceptions are assessments of more specific 

facets of policing in one's area -- tapped~ in this instance, 

with questions relating to police honesty, courtesy, and equity. 

We hypothesize that perceptions influence evaluations and 

that evaluations affect the decision to report victimizations. 

General evaluations are, we believe, abstracted froD perceptions 

about less global qualities of the police and their behavior. 

Individuals do not observe, nor do they hear about, "'police 

perfor=acce~ in ge=era:: they observe, are the objects of, or 

hear abo~t officers acting in certain specific ways --

intelli;e~tly, courteously, efficiently, legally, equitably. The 

aggregatic~ of these perceptions is the basis for more general 

evalua:!o~s of tne q~a~ity of police performanae.~ We do not 

measure satisfactio~ directly. Rather, we measure the extent to 

which citizens believe their police to be honest, courteous, and 

eqUitable, as well as citizens' ratings of the general quality of 

police service in their neighborhood. 

However, the process of attitude aggregation or development 

may differ significantly between two groups -- those who have 

personal experiences with the police and those whose knowledge is 

vic~rious. Thus, we divide our population into two groups and 

perform separate analyses for "clients" and nnonclients." This 

is the same distinction that Brown and Coulter (1983) recognized 
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but characterized as the distinction be;ween "clients» and 

"citizens." Our clients are individuals who, within the year 

preceding the surviy, had direct contac; with neighborhood police 

(i.e" as suspects, victims, traffic violators, or service 

recipients). Our nonclients are individuals who reported no 

direct experience of any kind with the ~olice during the year 

preceaing the survey. 

Our discussion of the effects of police style on citizen 

cooperation with the police is based on citizens' decisions to 

report victimizations to local police. We focus our inquiry on 

the differences between those who reported victimizations and 

those who did not report because they felt that the police would 

~c."';:-
... --!;- • 

DETERMINANTS OF EVALUATIONS AND REPORTING 

Police ~S~=~r~v~'i~c~e~'_~~ in _t_~_e Neighborhood 

Ws co~s~eQr the e~feot5 of four ~~stinct forms of officer-

initiated activity or aggressive behavior (the exact 

operationalization for each variable appears in Appendix 2). The 

first of these, which previous research has linked to crime 

reduction (Boydstun, 1975; Whitaker, II .9..1.., 1983), is suspicion 

stops -- officers' propenSities to investigate suspicious 

individuals, vehicles, or circumstances. The rate at which 

officers engage in proactive order maintenance interventions 

(e.g., with drunks, public nuisances, juveniles, loiterers) is 

our second indicator of aggressiveness. Our third category of 

aggressive behavior includes officer-initiated investigatory 
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activities such as warrantless searches, crime scene inspections, 

and the questioning of witnesses beyond the immediate crime 

scene. The rate of residential security checks is our fourth 

indicator. All of these meas'U:-as are indicators of the llP~ of 

police preeence in a neighborhood, but the amount of presence may 

also affect citizens. The density of police patrol in a 

neighborhood is our indicator of the a~ount of patrol service 

\.l .... "'. - v _ i:::: ... ",10 e ~:J.o~ngs 0:[" .E: ",ansas Ci ty .lel;'''·''l''-_O' to·o an arel':. D-sp;'" tn' f'" - th v 

study (Kelling, II .a..l., 1974), we expect that in areas with mora 

patrol citizens will evaluate police perforcance more favorably.5 

Individual Attributes 

Of all factors receivi~b attention in the literature, race 

bears the most consistent relationship to citizens' evaluations 

~'" _ _ _ r ~ces ~ urs en erg an We Iford, of the :_~aJ.·_;~v o_~ ~ .. ' ~_-_'CQ ~e v' (~ t b d 1 

1973; S!ili th and Hawki ns, 1973; Schuman a nd Gruenberg, 1972; R .:>ssi 

and Be:' ~: , 1 9 7 4; :9 0 r C ~ a and T iff t I 1 97 1 ) • However, the mechanism 

by whic~ race affects evaluations is unclear. Hany studies 

suggest that being black entails a general alienation from police 

that surfaces as expressed dissatisfaction (e.g., Schuman and 

Gruenberg, 1972; Rossi and Berk, 1974). Increased police 

aggressiveness, if sufficiently perceptible, may deepen blacks' 

image of police as intrusive, authoritarian figures (Jacob, 1971; 

Bayley and Mendelsohn, 1969). That members of other minoritiQs 

also evaluate police more negatively than do whites mar prQvide 

some support for this argument (Lovrich and Taylor, 1976; Sayley 

and Mendelsohn, 1969). 

Individual attributes other than race are also thought to 

playa role in molding satisfaction with police service, but th0Y 
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are not as important as miLority status. Research consistently 

finds little or no relationship between individual income and 

dissatisfaction with the police (Schuman and Gruenberg, 1972; 

3rown and Coulter, 1983; Baker ~ ~., 1979; Lovrich and Taylor, 

1976). However, individual education level bears a weak negative 

relationship to dissatisfaction -- better educated individuals 

find less fault with police services (Brown and Coulter, 1983). 

The relationship between age and dissatisfaction seems more 

complex. While younger individuals may be more troubled by 

iSBues of equity and the manner of treatment, they are usually 

more staisfied with the level of neighborhood protection than are 

the elderly (Brown, 1981). 

Individcal Attitudes 

We assume that an individual's perceptions of government 

influence evaluations of the police. One'~ view of governcent's 

conce!':i !~C!' his or her plight or feelings mifl.y color an 

in d i v i d t:. a 1 ~ s e'l a 1 u at ion s 0 f the pol ice ( S t i'p a k , 1 9 77) • We a 1 so 

include in OUI' analysiS' a variable indicatit~,g the degree to which ... \\ 

a respondent feels it likely that he or she w~,ll be a crime 

v ic tim. Such a perception reflects the level bf threat that one 

sees oneself'facing and may bear some relation to one's feelings 

about the police; after all, their performance may make the 

envi!'ol1ment more, or less, threatening (Biderman, et g..l., 1972). 

The results for these variables must be evaluated with caution: 

for example, fear or perceptions of government may affect ' 

evaluations, but evaluations ~f police may also affect fear or 

perceptions of government (Baker, ~ al. 1983). Any such 

feedback would lead to an exaggeration of these attitudes' 
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effects on evaluations. This reciprocity should not interfere 

with our estimate of the effect of agressive patrol unless 

attitudes and patrol activities are highly correlated. They are 

not in our data; none of these correlations exceeded .1. 

J~jividual Exoeriences liith the Police 

We expect that unsatisfactory experiences with the police 

will strongly affect attitudes about police services (Walker, ~ 

a1., 1972; Smith and Ha:'lkins, 1973). Three variables in our 

analysis focus on the nature of the e~perience with local police: 

an encounter in which the citizen was dissatisfied with police 

action is expected to produce unfavorable perceptions and 

evaluations of police. Similar responses are expected from 

citizen~ who have heard about someone being cistreated by the 

police. In a~ditioa: those who report a victimization within the 

preceeding year are expeoted to rate police less favorably. All 

three of :hese variables will be inoluded in our analysis of 

clients' attitudes: but only the second and third can be'included 

for nonclients. Roger Durand ~ ~~. (1976) found that 

negative contacts with police had deleterious effects on 

satisfaction that were independent of the citizen's race. We, 

however, also examine the hypothesiS that unsatisfactory contact 

with police has a stronger effect on the dissatisfaction of 

blacks than of whites by including an interaction term for these 

variables. 

In addition, our model for reporting also includes a 

v~riable indicating whether the respondent's household suffered a 

serious personal or a serious property, victimization during the 

12 
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study year. He expe c t tha t serious cr'i:::.as are mol' e I ike 1 y to be 

reported to the police. 

Neighborhood Social Characteristics 

Neighborhood conditions and characteristics as well as 

individual attributes, experiences, and attitudes are expected to 

have an impact on citizens' staisfaction with police services 

(Stipak, 1974, 1979: Lovrich and Taylor, 1976; Schuman and 

Gruenberg, 1972). We include two contextual variables in our 

model: neighborhood racial composition and neighborhood 

victimization rate. As Schuman and Gruenberg (1972: 380) 

indicate in their discussion of race and dissatisraction with 

services, "it is not t"he color of sk:'~, but the color ° o of· area 

that is associated with dissatisfaction. n While we include the 

race of each respo~de~~ in our model, we also include 

nei~hborhood racial composition because it may, as Schuman and 

Gruenber€ argus, represent an indirect indicator or service 

quality or itO may reflect a climate of e~pec~~tions concernihg 

the quality of police services. Residents of non-white 

neighborhoods may receive inferior services, or theY pay be 

socialized to believe that such a discrepancy exists. Although 

some research indicates that the. crime rate may be relativ~~.Y 

unimportant in forming citizens' evaluations of police services 

(Stipak, 1974: 40), we use this variable in our analysi~. The 

research indicating its lack of effect is not so conclusive that 

it can be safely excluded. We also control for metropolitan 

area, using dummy variables to represent Tampa and st. Louis, 

with Rochester as the comparison group. 

13 

THE DATA AND ANALYSIS STRATEGY 

The data for our analysis were taken from the 1977 Pol ice 

Services Study. Information was collected on police services in 

sixty residential neighborhoods in twenty-four departmental 

juris:'ictions ill three cetropolitan a~eas -- St. Louis, Missouri, 

Tampa- St. Petersburg, Florida, and Rochester, New York. Two 

data sets are used in our. analys 4 s·. t t • encoun er da a coded by 

observers riding with police officers ;n the • study neighborhoods 

and a telephone survey of a random sample of residents in each 

study neighborhood. For police activity variables and some 

demographic variables, data were aggregated to the neighborhood 

I~vel; hence our police data correspond to the . ne~ghborhoods in 

which our survey res"._ondents MQ_s 4 ded. 0 f 1 • ~ _ u leI' description of 

the da~a set and exact operationalizations for each of the 

variables discussed aboye can be found in Appendices 1 and 2. l-l e 

employ orcinary-least-sr.uares ana· lvs;s ~o test ~he I' 1 t· ... oJ...., "e a ~onf:,nips 

sketchec ;~ ~;~u .. ~~ 1 6 - - .. c - 8 

We first exa~ine the relationship of police services to 

citizen evaluations of police for two groups of respondents 

clients and non~ll.°ents. T' nere are few overall differences 

betvleen those who had contact with the police and those who had 

no such conta~t. Nonclients tend to be slightly older, but 

clients and nonclients are equally likely to be white. Both 

groups are also quite similar in terms of education. Th ough all 

of the attitudinal differences are quite small, they display a 

certain a6nsistency; clients rate police performance somewhat 

lower, and are more c~itical of the police honesty and equality 
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of treatment. They also are a little more negative about 

government. Nineteen percent of the clients (people who had 

contact with local police in the year before the survey) felt 

dissatisfied with the police action durjng the encounter, and 

seven percent had heard of officers ~!s&reating citizens. 

fifths of the clients lived in a househo~d in which there had 

been a victimization during the preceecing year. Only fourteen 

percent of the noncli€nts had any vict!mization experience, and 

only two percent had heard of police ~istreatment of citizens. 

Both clients and nonclients receive similar levels of police 

s erv ice. For eac h I the 0. v erage re spo:::e nt's neighborhood has a 

patrol density of roughly one car per square mile during each 

eight to~r shift, a~:.i one one-thir~ suspicion steps per unit 

for eacn forty ho~rs of patrol time. (Some neighborhoods had 

almost no suspicion stops, while officers in othar neighborhoods 

averaged almost four such stops per forty hours.) Rates for the 

other forms of actiY6 patrol are also almost identical for 

clients and non-clients. Order maintenance interventions 

occurred roughly once every eighty hours of patrol, and 

residential security checks averaged about one every sixteen 

hours of patrol. Officer-initiated investigative activity was 

pursued in roughly one half of the crioe encounters in the 

neighborhoods of both Clients and non-clients. 

The r~lationships of determinants to citizen satisfaction 

with police services will be estimated through a recursive path 

model (see Figure 1). Our independent variables affect citizens' 

perceptions of police characleristics, which in tUrn affect their 

general e~aluations of police service. The independent variables 
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also directly affect general evaluations. For both clients and 

nOD-clients we expect to find that the characteristics of police 

service in the neighborhood (particularly the rate at which 

officers make suspicion stops) will influence both perceptions 

and evaluations of police. 

Our anlysis of the effects of aggressive patrol on citizens' 

willingness to report crimes focuses on two types of 

victi~izations -- those reported and those not reported because 

the victim felt the police would not be responsive. For this 

analysis, we examine only those re~pon~ants who identified at 

least one victimization that could have been reported to the 

police. We coded victimized respondents into three ordinal 

categories: those who failed to report all victimizations; those 

who reported soes, ~~~ failed to report others; and those who 

reported all reoortable victimizations. 7 

Tte spec!!io eqcatic~s ~sed in our analysis appear in ~igure 

2. For each of t~e independent variables, we are concerned with 

its diract, indirect, and total effects. Consider, for example, 

the effect of suspicion stops on evaluation. Its d~rect effect 

will be its standardized coefficient in the equation for 

'evaluation (That is, B6in equation 2 of Figure 2.) Its indirect 

effects are all paths which can be traced from suspicion stops to 

evaluation through intermediate variables. For example, one 

indirect path passes through perception of honesty, and is the 

product of the standardized coefficient for honesty in equation 2 

and the standardized coefficient for suspicion stops in eq~ation 

3 -- that is, the product of B3 in equation 2 and B6 in equation 

15 16 
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3. The sum of the direct path and all indirect paths is the 

variable's total effect. 

'Figure 2 About Here' 

FINDINGS 

Citizen Evaluation~ 

For clients, as Table i indicates, higher rates of 

aggressive patrol do not appear to prod~ce more negative 

evaluations of police. ~ith the excep~ic~ of suspicion stops, 

which unexpectedly has a ppsitive sign, none of the measures of 

proactivity rea~hes a cor.vantionally aocepted level of 

statistical • • .p' 8 sl.gnl..:l.cance. Suspicion stops are positively related 

to ev~l~a~io~ of po:i06, but the magnitude of the coefficient 

(.036) is so small as to be substantively unimportant. 

For clients, attitudes about local government, perceptions 

of police, and experiences with local poli~e are the factors most 

The most strongly related to evaluations of police performance. 

important single factor generating a negative evaluation of 

police performance is an unsatisfactory experience with police; 

it has the largest direct and the largest total effect (-.190 and 

-.239, respectively). Individuals' perceptions of various facets 

of policing and their general attitudes toward government also 

have notable impacts. Not surprisingly, those who have negative 

perceptions of the specifics of policing or who feel that 

government is unresponsive or ineffective also evaluate police 

performance mor\~ harshly. The effects of attitudes toward 
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gQvernment are predominantly direct; they do not work through the 

more specific perceptions. 

'Table 1 About Here~ 

None of the other variables in our model plays a major role 

in determining client evaluations. Interestingly, none of the 

individual attributes that have received so much attention in 

previous research has any substantial direct or indirect effect 

on dissatisfaction among clients. There is one consistent 

exception to this pattern; race of respondent and having heard of 

police mistreatment of citizens ~ave relat~v~ly substin~ial 

effects on perceptions, and hence exert indirect effects on 

evaluat::.ons. 

Similarly, for nonclients, higher rates of aggressiveness 

have v:!.rtually no e~fect on evaluations of police. Again, 

suspicio~ stops exhibit a stable, positive, but substantively 

insignificant effect oncev al ua tion (.057); other measures of 

proactivity fail to reach statistical significance. Nonclients 

lack the experiences important to clients' evaluations. 

Otherwise, the results of the analysis for nonclients are 

vi~tually identical to those for ~liints: specific 'perceptions 

of policing and general attitudes toward government are the major 

factors associated with negative evaluations of police. 

Individual attributes of clients, like those of nonclients, make 

little difference in evaluations of police. For clients and 

nonclients, all three perception measures have effects of similar 
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magnitude, although none of them is strong enough to generate 

large indirect effects. 

The major difference between the two groups is in the degree 

to which the models capture the variance in dissatisfaction. 

While 32% of the variance in evaluatio~ is explained for clients, 

only 13% of the variance in evaluation is explained for 

nonclient~; Clients' experiences with police account for the 

difference. 

To examine the possibility that aggressive behavior might 

be considered problecatic OG~y by certa~n population subgroups, 

we ran our model for minorities, for males, and for the young~ . 

For each of these groups, the effects of' aggressive patrol were 

consistent with those for clients and nonclients. However, ~hen 

a model was run en:y for yeung black males the results changed. 

The direction of the effect for suspicion stops did not change, 

but the magnitude of the effect increased dramatically (.199). 

The rest o~ the relationships were quite similar to those for the 

entire sa~ple. Like other citizens, young black men who have had 

negative experiences with the police or who have negative 

perceptions of police evaluate them less favorably (see Table 2). 

Moreover, this subgroup is not equally moved by each of the three 

perception measures; perceptions of courtesy and equitable 

treatment are stronger predictors of evaluations than is a 

perception of police honesty. 

'Table 2 About Here' 
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Why higher rates of suspicion stops should be related to 

more positive evaluations of police by those thought to be most 

disturbed by them is puzzling. Possibly, the result is in part 

an artifact of our sample. Using a telephone survey, we reached 

only those young ~en who were at home w~en our interviewer 

called. These are not "street people." We can offer only a 

tentative substantive explanation for this finding: young black 

men are a very vulnerable group, ofter. living and working in the 

least safe neighborhoods; they also may be among the least 

protac~ed groups in society. In a daG~~rous situation they may 

be far less likely than are other subgroups to be ofrered 

assistanci by other citizens. For these citizens, an aggressive 

patrol force may indeed be a welcome reassurance, as well as the 

only ~rotection soc~sty offers. Previous discussions of the 

expected effect of aggressive patrol on this subgroup presupposed 

that, because they are stopped most 'often by police, young black 

males wil: interpret every stop as a harrassing event. Yet it 

appears that the needs of this groups are of the same order but a 

different magnitude from those of other citizens. 

Reoorting ~timizations 

\ve now turn to the factors that influence vThether or not 

victims report crimes to the police. As Figures 1 and 2 suggest, 

the same complex of factors we expected to affect attitudes 

toward the police are expected to affect willingness to report 

victimi~ations.9 Recall that we exclude from our analysiS all 

those victimizations that went unreported for other reasons. 

Our path model does not describe the data at 0.11 well. It 

explains only 6.8 percent of the variance in reporting behavior 
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(see Table 3). Relationships of evaluations and perceptions of 

police to reporting behavior are very weak. Consequently, there 

are virtually no indirect effects. Contrary to expectations, 

victims in neighborhoods Hith high rates of aggressive patrol and 

hig~ ~atrol ~ensity are, if a~yttin;, =~re likely to report 

victimizations to the police, although the relationships are 

extremely weak. 

'Table 3 About Here' 

SUHMARY 

Our findings are consistently contrary to expectatio~s: 

aggressive patrol does not appear to have negative consequences 

for citize~sf evaluations of police. A~ong neither Clients nor 

nonclients did we find that higher rates of aggressive behavior 

in a ne~ghcorhood ger-erate negative evaluations of police 

perforrnz,!:.ce.' Nor did we find aggressive patrol associated with 

the failure to report crimes. In fact, if anything, suspicion 

stops may generate somewhat more positive evaluations of police. 

Surprisingly, suspicion stops have their most pronounced positive 

effect among young black men in our sample. These findings 

challenge conventional wisdom about the side effects of 

suspicion stops. 

We must, however, recognize the limitations of our res~arch. 

We can only discuss the impact of the ranges of behavior in our 

sample. We can reasonably be concerned, as have been others 

(Boydstun, 1975), that much higher rates of aggressive patrol 
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might move some citizens past a threshold of tolerance and 

generate more negative evaluations. Alternatively, our results 

indicate that a decrease in or a cessation of such behavior might 

lower citizens' evaluations. Suspicion stops may, for example~ 

be one of the core visible means that police have available for 

advertising their presence. 

Our lack of data on citizens' pe~ceptions of the rates of 

aggressive patrol in their neighborhood is also a problem. The 

neighborhoods have different rates of activity and the citizens 

di&play differant perceptions of pol!ca performance. We assume 

those differences in perception are generated by some recognition 

of differences in police behavior. The assumption, since we 

control for the effects of so many potentially confounding 

factors~ does no~ seeo unreasonable. However, we do not have 

measures of citizens' perceptions of aggressiveness. We would be 

much more comfortable if we could explicitly track the 

"aggressiveness--perception of aggressiveness--evaluation" 

relationship. 

As we re~iew our findin~s we must also remember the 

characteristics of our sample. All of our neighborhoods are 

residential areas. We did not interview those citizens who had 

no telephones, who were not at home, or who perhaps had no homes. 

"street people" or juveniles may be the most frequent targets of 

what they view as unneaessary or harrassing aggressive behavior. 

That these people are invisible to interviewers makes them no 

less deserving of protection from casual intrusions. 

This brings us to a final point: order maintenance 

interventions and suspicion stops (or the ways in which they are 
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conducted) may systematically violate civil liberties. 

t represe ntation of' a broader our f'indings are an accura e 

Even if' 

'h levels of n.roactivity generate generalization, viz., h~g er 

higher evaluations, that generalization cannot be allowed to 

, or unreasonable restrict~ons on individual executed intervent~ons 

privacy and freedom. 

In deciding whether or not to endorse a policy of proactive 

patrol, police and public officials must again balance the needs 

of their communities for order maintenance and crime reduction 

against the ~rotection of personal rights. Our findings offer 

" , ue. T,re ada'ress only the empirical little direction on tn~s ~ss , " 

~._,., -p -~~.--" e'.rg_-_iu,-_-~·_'ons of pol~ce. que S1; 1.;" .... '''':,£. ,..;.1..'''''.:._-= .... - -
Our finding that som~ 

citizens is an 

unexpected contradiction of our expectations: fut.ure research 

must aSS~5S the generality of this fi~ding and focus on less 

measurable, but perhaps equally important, potential side effects 

of this patrol strategy. 
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NOTES 

1S ee , tor' example, Green, 1980; Hudson, 1980; Jones, 1980; Getz 
and \~alter, 1980; Yandle, 1980; Poole, Regoli, and Lotz, 1978. 

2We adopt Wilson and Boland's definition of' aggressive patrol: 
"By an aggressive strategy we do not mean that the officer is 
hostile or haz'sh but rather that he ma;.:i:!.\izes the number of' 
interventions in and observations 0: the community" (Vilson and 
Boland, 1978: 370). 

3'-I'e do no t inc 1 ude traffi c ci ta ti ons, the measure used by Wil son 
and Boland. In these data, traffic citations correlate highly 
with suspicion stops (r=.67). 

4 0ne could also argue that it is general evaluations that shape 
more specific perceptions. The literature on attitude ~~rmation 
offers us little guidance on the appro~riate cauaal order, and we 
find the assumption that specific perceptions influence general 
evaluations the most intuitively appealing framework. 

5While observations of police activities were made during the 
same summer citizens were interviewed, we think it reasonable to 
treat ~hose observations as measures of the types of police 
activity carried out in the study neighborhoods during the year 
preceecing the data colleotion. We ~ase this decision on 
information froe interviews with police supervisors and 
administrators in each department that no major changes in patrol 
s~rategies or procedu~es had been implemented in the study 
neighbor~oods during that year. 

6This plan of analysis lends itself readily to interpretation and 
a straig~tforward presentatio~. It does, however, involve 
violations of some of the assumptions of regression analysis and 
standard statistioal inference. First, our dependent variables 
are ordinal, rather than interval, which may produce minor 
distortions ir. tee magnitude of the coefficients and their 
standard errors (Labovitz, 1970). Second, the respondents are 
clustered in neighborhoods within various departments, whiah 
alters estimates of coefficients' statistical significance. 
Neither of these violations is of such consequence that it 
threatens the interpretability of our results. 

7Cases were excluded from the analysis if the victim did not 
repoJ't because M considered the incident unimportant, because he 
risked incrimination of himself or a friend, because it was dealt 
with by someone other than the police or he handled it himself, 
because the matter was too inconvenient, because of fear of' 
reprisals, or because there was lack of proof or the suspect was 
unknown. 
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8The probability value for suspicion stops is .031, two-tailed 
test: all others fall short of a .05 level. All of the 
substantively significant effects discussed in the text are 
statistically significant at .01. 

9Potential problems with this approach are the assumptions 
ma~jated by the cross-sectional nature of th ·d t 1 e a a; e.g., ow 
ev~luations of the police could be the result of rather than the 
cause of a decision to report. However, we also analyzed 
victimizations, controlling for temporal sequence of negative 
experiences and opportunities to report victimizations. The 
results were little different from those reported here. 
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Appendix 1: The Data 

The data used in this anslysis were provided by the Police 
Services Study, a research project conducted by the Workshop in 
Polical Theory and Policy Analysis at Indiana University in 
Bloomington and the Center for Urban and Regional Studies at the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill between 1974 and 
1980. Part of the project consisted of intensive data collection 
in 24 local police departments. On-site data colle~tion was 
conducted in the summer of 1977 by research teams assigned to 
th~ee metropolitan areas in which the departments were located: 
Rochester, New York; st. Louis, Missouri; and Tampa-St. 
Petersburg, Florida. Departments were selected to produce a 
sample which would reflect a cross-section of organizationa~ 
arrangements and service conditions for urban policing and, 
hence, is not representative of all police departments in the 
Uni te d S ta tes. 

Some data instruments relied upon agency records, bet most 
techniques were researcher-intensive--conducted independently of 
agency-supplied data. Most research activities focused on 
service to the sample of 60 predominantly residential 
neighborhoods, Which were selected to reflect a cross-section of 
the service ccncitions with which each department dealt. 
Ethnicity and fa~ily income of residents served as the principal 
selection criteria. 

Twc major data sets froe the Police Services Study were used 
in the construction of variables for this study. The first, 
observation of patrol officers, involved 7200 hours of in-person 
observatio~ b~ t~ai~ed researchers of nore than 500 patrol 
officers in a matched sample (for day of week and time of day) of 
15 shifts for each of the 60 neighborhoods. During this time 
period, 5638 polioe-citizen encoullters involving more than 10,000 
citizens were observed. Coding of each encounter covererd 650 
variables, including how the encounter began. A summary of the 
nO&nen~ounter events on each shif~ was also coded. Our 
indicators of police aggressiveness are neighborhood-level 
aggregations of these data, representing rates of activities per 
forty hour shift in each neighborhood. 

The source of our individual attitude, attribute, and 
experience variables was a telephone survey of 12,022 reSidents 
of the sixty neighborhoods, approximately 200 randomly selected 
residents per neighborhood. The survey included 172 items, 
including respondent characteristics and household victimizations 
in the preceding year. 
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Our analysis examines separately five subsets of the sample 
of citizens surveyed for whom there are no missing values on the 
variables in the analysis. Clients are identified as those 
respondents w&o report having had any oontact with the police 
during the year preceding the survey, as the resul t of a traffic 
Violation, a reported victimization, a Jall for assistance, and 
the like (n=4443). HQnQlients (n=2490; are the remaining 
citizens--those who report no experienoe with the police. We 
also analyzed all black ~~ under ~ :~ the sample (n=400) and 
contrasted them with the entire sampl~ (n=6923) 5099 cases were 
excluded due to missing values. Our last slice of the sample 
consisted of victims (n=1601) either o~ reported or nonreported 
crimes. Descriptive statistics on mos~ variables were very 
similar for all subsamplesi moreover, :escriptive statistics for 
each analysis group of excluded (miss!~g value) cases were not 
perceptibly different from descriptions of those cases retained 
for analysis. 
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Appendix 2. Operationalizations 

PROPENSITY TO REPORT: 
(0) Did not report any victimization because "police 

wouldn't want to be both~red, futile, wouldn't do any 
good, couldn't do anything" (co reportable 
victimization3 reported) 

(1) Reported some but not all re~ortable victimizations 
(2) Reported all reportable victi~izations 

EVALUATION OF THE POLICE: 
How would you rate the overall quality of police services in 
your neighborhood (the two or three blocks around your 
hOlUe)'? 
(1) very poor (2) inadequate (3) adequate (4) good 
(5) outstanding 

POLICE ARE EONEST: 
Policemen in your neighborhood are basically honest. 
( 1) di sagree ( 2) neu tral (3) agree 

POLICE ARE COURTEOUS: 
Policemen in your neighborhood are generally courteous. 
(1) disagree (2) neutral (3) agree 

POLICE TREAT PEOPLE SQUALLY: 
The police in your neighborhood treat all citizens equally 
according to the law. 
(1) disagre-e'(2) neutral (3) "agrae " 

SUSPICION STOP RATE: 
The average number of suspicion stops per forty-hour work 
week ~~r unit in each ceishborhood. Suspicion stops include 
encounters classed as suspicious persons, prowler, suspected 
violator, person wanted by police, unauthorized entry, 
trespassing (residential and commercial), suspicious motor 
vehicle, open door or window, and miscell anc,<'lUS stops of 
juveniles. 

ORDER MAINTENANCE INTERVENTION RATE: 
The average number of order maintenance interventions per 
forty-hour work week per unit in each neighborhood. These 
interventions include encounters classed as public nUisance, 
drunk, vagrancy, loitering, obscene activity, noise 
disturbance, peddling, begging, gambling, prostitution, 
curfew violation, juvenile problem, harrassment, missing 
person, juvenile runaway, 'and miscellaneous juvenile problems. 

INVESTIGATIVE ACTIVITY RATE: 
Percent of crime encounters in which police officer(s) 
initiated investigative actions--searched premises or car 
without a warrant, looked around crime area, looke,d around 
car, and questioned persons outside of the immedi~te scene. 
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RESIDENTIAL SECURITY CHECK RATE: 
The average number of residential security checks per forty
hour work week per unit in each neighborhood. 

PATROL DENSITY: 
The average number of observed non-administrative patrol 
hours per eight hour shift multiplied by the number of units 
assigned to each neighborhood, divided by the size of the 
neighborhood (square miles). 

WHITE: 
(0) black, Latino¥ native American (1) white» non Latino 

YEARS OF EDUCATION: 
(0) through (21) 

AGE: 
Years 

GOVERNMENT IS CONCERNED: 
The local government is concerned about your nei~hborhood 
(1) disagree (2) neutral (3) agree 

YOU CAN GET SATISFACTION: 
A person can't get any satisfaction out of talking to public 
officials in you~ co~~unity. 
(1) agree (2) neutral (3) disagree 

, , 

PERCEIVED THREAT: 
Sum of responses to the following. three questions: 
How likely do you think i~ is that your home will be 

burglarized in the next year? 
How likely do you think it is that your home will be 

vandiliz9~ ic the n~xt year? 
How likely do you think it is that you will be robbed by 

someon~ with a weapon in your neighborhood in the next 
year? 

(1) not a~ all likely (2) somewhat likely (3) very likely 

HEARD OF MISTREATMENT: 
Do you know of anyone who has been mistreated by the (local) 
police in the last year? 
(0) no (1) yes 

UNSATISFACTORY COUTACT: 
Citizen experienced an unsatisfactory or very unsatisfactory 
contact with the police involving a victimization report, 
call for information, assistance call, stop, or complaint in 
the past year. 
( 0) no ( 1) yes 

BLACK * UNSATISFACTORY CONTACT: 
Respondent is non-white and experienced an unsatisfactory 
contact with the police. 
( 0) no ( 1) yes 
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VICTIM OF CRIHE: 
Victim of reported or unreported crime in past year. 
(0) no (1) yes 

ANY SERIOUS VICTIMIZATION: 
includes kidnapping, aggrava'Jed assault, robbery, attempted 
robbery, rape, attempted rape, attempted homicide, motor 
vehicle theft, burglary, arson, and attempted arson. 
( 0) no ( 1) yes 

PERCENT NONWHITE: 
Percentage of neighborhood that is nonwhite using 
neighborhood's sample on survey. 

VICTIMIZATION RATE: 
Number of reported and unreported victimizations per 100 
persons in each neighborhood. 

TAHPA: 
(0) no (1) yes 

ST. LOUIS: 
( 0) no ( 1) yes 
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Table 1. Clients' and Nonclients' 
Evaluations of Police Performance 

Police are honest 

Police are courteous 

Police treat p;ople equally 

Suspicion stop rate 

CL.IENTS 

direct indirect total 

.137 

.092 

· 113 

.035 .001 

.137 

.092 

• 1 13 

.036 

Order maintenance intervention rate-.007 .000 -.007 

Investigative activity rate 

Residential security check rate 

Patrol density 

White 

Years of education 

Age 

Government is concerned 

You can get 5a~isfaJtion froo 
public officials 

Perceived threat 

Heard of mistreatment 

Victim of crime 

Unsatisfactory contact 

Black * unsatisfactory contact 

Percent nonwhite 

Victimization rate 

Tampa 

St. LOUis 
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-.010 .002 

.019 .000 

.002 -.011 

.025 .037 

,015 .008 

.020 • 01 2 

· 144 .023 

• 106 .028 

-.061 -.017 

-.018 -.068 

-.013 .000 

-.190 -.049 

.012 -.023 

-.041 -.001 

-.074 .004 

-.041 -.009 

.082 -.019 

.317(n=4443) 

-.008 

.019 

- .00 9 

.062 

.023 

.032 

.167 

.134 

-.078 

-.086 

-.013 

-.239 

-.011 

-.042 

-.070 

-.050 

.063 

-~.w,." .. _._."-

NON CLIENTS 

direct indirect total 

.107 

.075 

.106 

.059 

-.030 

-.038 

.030 

-.013 

.008 

-.032 

.031 

.122 

.053 

-.039 

-.031 

-.014 

.023 

-.090 

-.015 

.064 

.107 

.075 

.106 

-.002 .057 

-.012 -.042 

-.006 -.044 

-.004 .026 

.005 -.008 

~029 .037 

.003 -.029 

.. 012 .049 

.033 .155 

.014 .067 

-.009 -.048 

-.047 -.078 

-.004 -.018 

-.016 .007 

-.008 -.098 

.000 -.015 

.010 .074 

.131 (n=2490) 
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Table 2.' Young Black Men's 
Evaluations of Police Performance 

YOUNG BLACK MEN 

direct indirect total 

'~~ __ m. ____________________________ ~ ________________________________ ~;_'-----------------------------------

POPULATION 

direct indirect 

n 
f1 

\1 

!1 

~ 
~ 

total I 
I 

Table 3. Victims' Reporting of Crime 

direct indirect total 

------ -.- -------_._----_._.- -- ----_ .. _-----,----- -------,-------
.067 

Police are hOuest 

---.-0-2-3------------.-0-2.-3-----.-1-3-0------------.-1--30 ~ 
Evaluation of police performance 

Police are honest .027 .011 

.067 

.038 

Police are courteous .200 

Pol~ce treat ;eople equally • 169 

Suspicion stop rate .163 .036 

Order maintenance intervention rate-.001 -.013 

Investigative activity rate 

Residential security check rate 

Patrol density 

~ihi te 

Years of ecucation 

• ' . 
Government is concerned 

You can get satisfaction ~ron 
public officials 

Perceived threat 

Heard of mistreatment 

Victim of crime 

Unsatisfa~tory contact 

Black * unsatisfactory contact 

Percent nonwhite 

Victimization rate 

Tampa 

St. Louis 
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.028 .017 

.067 -.029 

-.063 .014 

-.099 .012 

.• 041 " ' .020 

.170 

.106 .051 

.031 -.023 

-.045 -.079 

-.040 -.012 

-.113 -.072 

-.093 -.001 

-.051 .052 

-.110 .027 

-.018 .013 

.315(n=400) 

.200 

.169 

.199 

-.014 

.045 

.038 

-.049 

-.087 

.06-1 ' 

.200 

.157 

.008 

-.124 

-.052 

-.185 

-.094 

.001 

-.083 

-.005 

.089 

• 112 

.042 

-.015 

-.018 

.024 

-.001 

.015 

.000 

.024 

.139 

.088 

-.054 

-.020 

-.011 

-.,64 

.000 

-.005 

-.001 

-.001 

-.007 

.034 

.007 

.0'12 

.027 

.023 

-.013 

-.065 

-.001 

-.043 

.08g 

.112 

_:::: I 
~I, -.019 

.023 \1 

-. 008 1\ 
I. 

b! 
.049 n 

i'l 

.007 \1 

.036 i 

.166 

.111 

-.067 

-.085 

-.012 

-.207 

.000 -.023 '-.023 

-.021 

-.079 

-.023 

.084 

-.005 -.026 

.000 -.079 

-.004 -.027 

-.009 .075 

.268(n=6923) 

Police are courteous 

Police treat people equally 

S~spicion stop rate 

Order naintenance intervention rate 

Icvestigative activity rate 

Residential security check rate 

Patrol density 

White 

Years of education 

Government is concerned 

You can get satisfaction from 
public officials 

Perceived threat 

Heard of mistreatment 

Unsatisfactory contact 

Black * unsatisfactory contact 

Any serious victimization 

Percent nonwhite 

Victimization rate 

Tampa 

St. Louis 
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,,026 

.038 

.054 

.01 1 

.012 

-.031 

.081 

-.003 

-.003 

.026 

.066 

.049 

-.039 

-.062; 

.070 

.041 

• 120 

-.047 

-.073 

-.126 

-. 131 

.006 

.008 

.003 

.001 

.003 

.004 

-.002 

.013 

• 06 

.008 

.018 

.014 

-.014 

-.020 

-.035 

-.004 

.001 

-.003 

-.004 

-.007 

-.011 

.068 ( n= 1 601 ) 

.032 

.046 

.057 

.012 

.015 

-.027 

,,079 

.010 

.003 

.034 

.084 

.. 063 

-.053 

-.082 

.035 

.037 

.121 

- .050 

-.077 

-.133 

-.142 

~~~~ .. 
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Figure 2 . The Equations and Variables 

1 . x = B2Xx + B3 x 3 + · .. B17x 17 + B19x 19 x 19 + . .. B25 x 25 + e 
1 

2. x 2 = B3 X3 + B4 x 4 + · .. B24 X24 + e 

3 • x3 = B6 x6 + B7x 7 + · .. B24x 24 + e 

4. x4 = B6 x 6 + B7x7 + B24 x 24 + e 

5. x5 = B6 x6 + B7x7 + B24x 24 + e 

liner e : 

x = propensity to repo!' t x17 = r.eard of tlistreatment 
1 

x :: evaluation of police x18 :: Yieti!:! of cri::e 
2 

x3 = police are honest x19 = unsatisfactory contact 

x4 = police are cour~eous x20 :: black;f unsatisfactory 
contact 

.~ = police treat people equally x21 = percent nonwhite in 
"""5 neighborhood 

x6 = suspicion stop rate x22 = victimization rate in 
neighborhood 

x7 = order :::laintenance inter- x23 = Tampa .. . rate venw:l.O!l 

X8 = investigative activity rate x24 = St. Louis 

x 10 

x 11 

x12 

x13 

x14 

x 15 

x 16 

= residential securi~y check 
rate 

= patrol density in 
n~ighborhood 

= race of respondent 

:: years of education 

= age of respondent 

= government is concerned 

= you can get satisfaotion 
from public officials 

= perceived threat 
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x25 = any serious victimization 
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